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Financial marketers can
use consumer data to
inform the entire
customer journey
Article

What we’re watching: Today’s data-rich society is a treasure trove of useful information for

financial institutions (FIs). FIs that are able to use big data to develop e�ective marketing
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strategies stand to win over more customers with personalized financial solutions, per The

Financial Brand.

Where does it come from? FIs can tap into a variety of sources to gather data on their

customers.

What are the challenges in using data? Gathering the data is just the first step. But FIs face

some obstacles in putting the data to use.

Social media: Platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube reveal valuable information on

users’ interests and preferences. Studying di�erent demographic groups on these platforms

can help FIs create targeted advertisements for these groups based on what they’re

consuming. FIs can also use social media platforms to connect and engage with customers

and prospects.

Online transactions: Knowing where your customers are shopping and browsing can give FIs

insight into which financial products might best serve those customers. FIs can also discover

which customer service experiences yield the greatest customer satisfaction and implement

those methods into their own processes.

Connected devices: The internet has connected much of the population with one another and

with the devices they use daily. This connectivity is a channel for delivering highly personalized

advertising based on the type of device and the networks in which they’re connected.

Website analytics: FIs should monitor tra�c to their websites and learn how customers are

engaging with the firm via this channel. This can help FIs determine which products customers

find most valuable, and which products might not be a good fit for the client base, or might

need some rethinking.

Reliable and accurate models: FIs will need to build models to collect and analyze this data.

But ensuring the models are accurate is challenging due to the rapid and never-ending influx

of new data.

Clean and validated data: FIs must also validate the data and ensure it’s accurate before using

it to inform marketing strategies. Some FIs might consider turning to third-party vendors or

fintechs for help.

Seamless integration: FIs are typically siloed by department, but for data to add value, it

must be usable throughout the company. This ensures a holistic view of the customer.

https://thefinancialbrand.com/news/bank-marketing/bank-marketing-in-a-world-of-infinite-data-technology-163086/
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How can FIs win? The way an FI uses the data it collects will ultimately dictate its success.

The most successful FIs will use data to create a top-notch customer journey from beginning

to end. This starts with giving employees the data they need to provide the best customer

service. It also requires the data to inform a consistent experience through all customer-

facing channels.

This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence’s Banking Innovation Brie�ng—a daily

recap of top stories reshaping the banking industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

Data privacy and security: The more data an FI has, the more important it is to keep it safe

and secure from breaches and unauthorized parties. Data privacy is necessary to build and

maintain trust with customers.
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